PANORAMIC SYSTEM
ELIMINATE BOUNDARIES
CLOSE YOUR EYES... AND IMAGINE
Imagine a new kind of freedom. One where a truly seamless glass wall system transforms how you move, think and live. This system would be completely unburdened by visible tracks or frames.

Imagine an elegant design sculpted from a sustainable frameless glass application, providing an uninterrupted sightline.

This new productivity boosting freedom does more than simply save money; it elevates everything.

Create the exact office configuration you’ve always wanted. Reshape your entire office with single doors, bi-parting doors, corner doors, swing doors and double fixed glass. Klein has solved the technical challenges, allowing for the quickest and easiest installation possible.

Discover the endless possibilities of Klein’s PANORAMIC SYSTEM
SEAMLESS
Unlike other partition systems, Klein’s Panoramic System utilizes the same sized compact tracks to create partitions with a beautiful polished finish and fluid tracks. The end result is a truly uniform design. Installers usually have to combine different track sizes when installing a swing glass, fixed glass or sliding glass doors. Our innovative solution is elegant, streamlined and highly adaptable.

Klein innovates. With the Panoramic System, it is now possible for the first time to recess the upper and bottom tracks so you only see glass. These elegant glass partitions can also convert themselves into other decorative elements.

This seamless glass wall system is designed to integrate with virtually any office setting. Klein offers the best daylight, views, and fluid options. Communicate visually with Klein.

Imagine a truly seamless sliding glass wall system, one without frames or visible tracks.

Imagine a sliding glass system that is a treat for the senses.

Isn’t it time for an elegant design that fuses functionality, cost savings and beauty in one seamless package?
RE-ENVISION YOUR SPACE

The modern office environment demands flexibility. Designed with room for endless evolution, Klein’s Panoramic System changes when you need it to do so. The old days of static, cold and unchanging office design are gone.

Enhance how you use your space and expand your business horizons. Klein offers the flexibility to redesign and reshape your space as you see fit when you see fit. As you’ll see, this opens up a range of exciting possibilities.

We believe in options. One of the Panoramic System’s most exciting features is the only glass option. The end result is that the exterior light shining into your office space is instantly shared with all interior spaces. The Klein Panoramic System allows you to enjoy greater communication, enhanced creativity, and expanded sense of openness and energy savings.

When you eliminating boundaries, you also eliminating any imposing hierarchies. This factor invigorates your team and boosts communication and overall well-being.

The integration of interacting glass elements is a primary focus of green design. Maximizing daylight will result in energy cost reduction.
WHAT ABOUT WHEN YOUR COMPANY NEEDS TO MAKE A CHANGE?

Your Panoramic System is ready to be reconfigured to the new and dynamic ways you want to use your space.

You won’t have to invest in a new system. Simply reuse tracks and glass panels without having to disassemble the upper tracks.

Go ahead and create a new environment. Klein supports your company’s evolution.
WHERE PRIVACY AND ELEGANCE MEET

We’ve taken care of details both large and small so as to provide you with nothing less than perfect installation.

The Panoramic System opens smoothly and with almost no effort. Opening requires moving less than 1% of the door’s mass.

Our flexible and versatile design means more light, more options, greater savings and more beauty.

Control the level of privacy you want simply by opening and closing doors. With Klein, you can communicate visually, but with no sound.

We’ve thought through how companies can enjoy more privacy... and have done so in a better way. Klein offers features such as double glazing, recessed tracks, minimal separation between fixed and sliding panels, and isolating edge seals to ensure a secure enclosure.

Our double fixed 1/2” or 5/8” glass (12-16 mm) is excellent for privacy and creates a refined, bold and powerful look for any office space.
Sustainable and designed to evolve with your needs. Our state-of-the-art system features quick and effective integration while providing exceptional versatility and functionality.

Beautiful, easy to install and comfortable to use, Klein's Panoramic System takes seamless glass walls to new heights.
QUICK INSTALLATION PROCESS
We know that quick and easy mounting is essential to inspire change. When it comes to installation, you’ll find that the process is streamlined and functional.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT FEATURE FOR UNLEVELED FLOOR
Height adjustment of ± 3/32” (2 mm) with deep floor track to accommodate the floor variation.

FLEXIBLE TRACK ELEMENTS
Small flexible seals in upper track elements will shorten installation time by preventing the use of screws.

EASY INSTALLATION
Pressure seals for a fast, elegant and reversible mounting.
Polycarbonates seals available for all configurations with fixed glass.

WALL ENCOUNTERS
Vertical profile available for an elegant and safe joint against the wall and preventing any slanting.

90º RETURNS
Upper and bottom tracks designed to avoid any notching.

GLASS MOUNTING ONLY AT THE END OF THE CONSTRUCTION
The track and recessed feature are installed first.
The glass panels are mounted to the track after completion of construction; preventing any damage to the glass.
PANORAMIC SYSTEM